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Overhearing Eyebrow
Conversation

I watch the eyebrow conversation
between you two, and know it
as I know my own half-said
thinking.
You are lifting one lid
and the other sees it and knows its
object, remembers the familiar lift
of the jaw, the nape of the neck,
the brown, lean shoulders with
beautiful bones that come
to the throat, the same place where
your hand is bent, waiting
to cup a yawn or reach
across the silence to the fixed one
who turns his shoulders often, is not facing
you but takes his sidelong glances
in labored snatches; for it is labor,
a labor like drawing the ocean foam
into figures that can move on their own;
a labor of likeness that births all these
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brown-earth things, an easy labor
like dropping the seed and waiting.
The turning is the trouble, the
lifting of earth, the wrestle of
milkweed and september grass,
with roots retiring and green lashes
blinking in the hose spray. They are
the after-thought things:
the thinning, the choice of
which new growth to spare.
And there are only your eyes
that meet in silence and distance
that you think is safe, anonymous.
But I am looking. I see the
earth that lies upturned between
you, and the green fingering up.
-Gina Clark
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